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Jon Cooper has been editing and writing sports stories for more than   20 years. He's covered a lot of 
territory in that time, including the   NFL, MLB,  NBA, NHL, NASCAR, MMA, WUSA,   and all manner of 
college sports. The past 12 of those years have been   spent in Atlanta, covering the Braves, Hawks, 
Thrashers, Falcons and   Georgia Tech for various outlets and publications. 

 

Orlando Magic center Dwight Howard had a record-setting night in the first half Saturday night. 

 

Howard's teammate, point guard Jameer Nelson, had a record-setting third quarter. 

 

Both would just as soon forget Saturday night as a whole, though, as the Atlanta Hawks performed the magic act of the night, making the rest of the Magic players 

disappear, shooting 51 percent and walking out of Amway Center with a 103-93 victory and a 1-0 lead in their Eastern Conference first round series. 

 

Atlanta big men Jason Collins, Zaza Pachulia, Etan Thomas, Josh Powell, Al Horford and even Josh Smith didn't prove they could stop Howard, but they did get the 

last laugh, despite taking a pounding in the process. The Hawks proved that five players contributing offensively and taking care with the basketball can stop even 

the most devastating one-and-a-quarter-man team. 

 

Joe Johnson had 25 to lead five Hawks in double-figures. Jamal Crawford added 23, Horford had 16, Smith 15 and Kirk Hinrich added 13 as Atlanta shot 51.4 

percent, 42.9 from three. 

 

After Howard and Nelson — the game's top two scorers, who shot 26 for 41 (63.4 percent) — the rest of the Magic combined for 20 points and shot 8 for 34 (23.5 

percent). Starters Brandon Bass, Jason Richardson and Hedo Turkoglu shot less than 20 percent (4 for 21). Throw in 18 turnovers, twice as many as Atlanta, and you 

have Orlando's recipe for disaster.  

 

The Magic shot poorly, yet led after one quarter, 19-17, thanks to Howard's 12 points. But after the first quarter, the Hawks' inspired guard play allowed them to 

take over, outscoring Orlando's backcourt, 61-41.  

 

In the second and third quarters, the Hawks especially took charge.  

 

After J.J. Redick nailed a 14-foot fadeaway that nearly blew the roof off the building, the Hawks went on a 20-8 run to open an eight-point lead. That matched the 

largest margin Atlanta had in last year's Eastern Conference semifinal series. The Hawks got 14 points from their guards, including back-to-back threes from Hinrich, 

two threes from Crawford and four straight points from Johnson. 

 

While the Hawks were spreading the ball — they had six assists in the second 12 minutes, four of them from Crawford — the Magic threw inside to Howard, whose 

teammates, for the most part, watched as he operated. Howard set the franchise single-game playoff record with 46 points, 31 in the first half. 

 

Orlando wasn't much more active on defense, allowing Atlanta to shoot 77.8 percent in the second quarter (14 for 18).  

 

Nelson had one point in the first half, without an assist, but woke up in the third quarter, setting a franchise record by scoring 20 points on 8 for 12 shooting, 

including 4 of 6 from three. He had all but one of the team's third-quarter field goals. Howard had the other. 

 

However, the Magic big man started to get frustrated by the Hawks' bigs, shooting 1 for 6 from the foul line in the third quarter. No one else even got to the line in 

that stanza for Orlando. 

 

Credit the oft-maligned Hawks' bigs for their patience and resilience in hanging in while Howard was hanging a franchise-record on them. Eventually it was Howard 

who drew a technical foul with 5:27 remaining in the third quarter. That foul shot and two more by Pachulia — the target of Howard's wrath — capped a 14-1 run 

that gave Atlanta a 71-54 lead. 

 

Orlando never got closer than eight, as each time the Magic encroached the Hawks answered. Johnson hit a running six-footer with 4:21 to go, ending an 8-0 fourth-
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quarter run that brought the Magic to within nine and had the crowd back in the game. 

 

It was that kind of night for the Magic, who couldn't hit their shots and hurt themselves with turnovers, including three steals in a 2:30 stretch of the fourth that 
short-circuited a run and allowed Atlanta to rebuild the lead to 18 after letting it slip to 12. 

 

Now comes the tricky part of this first-round series — the three-day wait between Games 1 and 2.  

 

Orlando will have to sit around and hear all about how they are an unbalanced attack. Unquestionably, there will be re-examination of the deals that shipped off last 

year's playoff heroes Rashard Lewis to Washington (for Gilbert Arenas), and Vince Carter, Marcin Gortat, Mickael Pietrus, this year's first-round draft pick and cash to 

Phoenix (for Turkoglu, Richardson and Earl Clark). They'll hear talk about Howard's temper and his future in Orlando. There also will be words like inconsistency and 

complacency thrown around and talk of the possibility the Hawks have gotten into their heads. 

 

For Atlanta, three days risks cooling off their hot-hands, but also will allow their battered big men time to heal. They've accomplished the goal of any road team: 

taking home-court advantage, although it's only half of what they want. 

 

In the end, Saturday was just one night, but it was a perfect night for Atlanta.  
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